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voter is a member. In the a priori voting power indices, 
concept of swing plays an important role. A voter has a 

in coalition S, for instance, if S is \Vinning when the 
is its member, but nonwinning when the voter is not a 

. The Banzhaf indices equate voting power of a voter 
the number of the voter's swings when all coalitions are 

d. The absolute Banzhaf index. also known as the 
index, divides the number of the voter's 

by 211-1, while the normalized Banzhaf index uses the 
of all voters' swings as the divisor. 

The Shaplcy-Shubik index, in mrn, focuses on permu-
of voters, i.e. ordered sequences of them. The total 
of all possible sequences of n voters is given by n! 

.. 1. Among these, a voter's power index value is 
as the number of such sequences in which the voter 

a swing when the winning coalition is formed by adding 
one at the time from the beginning of the sequence. 

each s\ving of a voter in a coalition 
members the (s!)(n-s)!/n! and summing these 
over all coalitions in which the voter has a swing 

The two Banzhaf indices and the Shapley-Shubik index are 
best-known indices of a priori voting power, but not the 
ones. 1\nother index, the public goods index shares the 
rationale of the Banzhaf indices, but instead of swings in 

coalitions, the number of swings in minimal winning 
is counted. Minimal winning coalitions differ from 

ones in that all members in them have a swing. 
More recent indices are based on spatial voting games 

they assume voter ideal points in policy space). A voter's 
according to these indices, is measured by the distance 

(game-theoretic) equilibrium outcomes and the voter's 
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Power Sharing 
Power sharing refers to a set of institutional arrangements that 
secures every major political force a position in government. 
Proportional representation, which encourages the coexist
ence of multiple political parties in the legislature, is a promi
nent example. Power sharing arrangements, however, are often 
a combination of mechanisms that ensure political diversity 
not only in legislatures, but also in executive offices-national 
or su bnational. 

Institutions of power sharing arc almost always adopted 
as a response to actual or potential armed conflict, reflecting 
an attempt to manage violent rivalries of ethnic, or 
purely political roots. Two or more parties share control of 
political power \vhcn the exclusion of one party would induce 
rebellions or escalate into civil \Var. Different combinations of 
powt~r sharing institutions result from different types and ter
ritorial configurations of conflict. 

The parliament was the main locus for power sharing in 
the earliest cases in the modern world-involving the intro
duction of minority representation in nineteenth-century 
Western Europe and Latin America. Such institutional innova
tion was oligarchic governments' response to divisions within 
the elite, or to the emergence of mass political Power 
sharing at the level of the executive power has a subnational 
and a national formula: federalism, which is especially suited 
fi.)r managing conflict among geographically concentrated 
political forces, and coalition governments, which grant 
every significant party a position in the national cabinet and 
veto power over major decisions. Both mechanisms are core 
elements of various peace proposals in multiethnic settings in 
contemporary Africa. 

See also Federalism, Comparative. 

SEBASTIAN MAZZUCA 

Power Transition Theory 
In international politics, power transition theory is a theory 
about the causes of major interstate \vars. It emphasizes shifts 
in relative power among the dominant states as a primary 
catalyst for conflict. First set out by /\. F. K. Organski in a 
It))il textbook, power transition theory uses the metaphor 
of a pyramid to describe the hierarchy of states within the 
international system. At the top of the pyramid is a hegemon 
or a dominant power, whose supremacy is defined not only 
by a preponderance of material resources but also by political 
stability. Hegemonic ascendance is impermanent, however, 
and beneath the hegemon are a roiling clutch of,~reat powers, 
or states that represent potential rivals to the hegemon and 
play their own part in shaping the international system, ever 
eager to assume the top spot. Beneath those arc the middle 
powers, which may possess some regional significance, fol-
lowed the small powers. 

According to power transition theory, the likelihood of sta
bility and therefore peace, is greatest when a hegemon has 
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established a dear and credible dominance over the system. 
Hegemonic powers maintain global order; more precisely, 
they use their military and economic strength to set up glo
bal or regional regimes that increase their own security while 
promoting systemic stability. These regimes, which typically 
include a bundle ot international politicJI and economic 
institutiom (but also, less formally, norms of global behavior), 
are designed to benefit both the dominant power and other 
states that agree to play by the rules of the hegemonic order. 
Such rule abiders are defined as staftls quo states, opposed to 
revisionist :;tares that are dissatisfied with their place in the 
international order and wish to the rules by which the 
international system fi.mctions. 

Power transition theory emphasizes the dynamic and cycli
cal n:Jturc of international relations. Hcgemons cannot stay 
on top for long-inescapable differences in rates of growth, 
institutional sclerosis brought on by the growth of vested 
interests at home, and the lure of imperial overstretch abroad 
all contribure to the eventual decline of the dominant power. 
According to power transition theory, the probability of \var 
is greatest when a declining hegemon is being overtaken by a 
rising great power. Thus, if dominance keeps pe;Jce, a decline 
in dominance or confusion over the hegemon's status leads to 

"'ar. In the dangerous period of power tr:msition. the impulse 
toward war may come tl·om either the hegemon or tht' chal

lenger. The hegemon may see a benefit in waging a preventive 
war to tl1\vart the challenger's imminent a;;cent; the challenger. 
mean\vhile, may be eager to correct the perceived imbalance 
in the international system and give itself a place in the sun 
commensurate with its rising status. Either way, such hegem
oniC wars at the point of power transition usually create a new 
hegemonic power and a new order after the transition, leaving 
the hegemonic cycle to begin anew. Hegemonic wars alter the 
international system in accordance with the new distribution 
of power, eliminating the ambiguity that arises vvhen a rising 
power ch;JI!enges a dominallt state. 

Power transition theory is typically contrasted with bal
ance of power theory, which arrives at fundamentally ditlcrent 
conclusions despite starting with some common fimdamen
tal assumptions. Both theories emphasize the role of power 
~md material interests in shaping international outcomes; both 
assume that states are the primary actors in global politics. 
\Vhere the t"vo theories fi.mdamentally diverge. however, are 
on the consequences of power distribution. Power transition 
theory finds stability in the imbalance of power and argues 
that greater imbalances lead to greater stability. Balance of 
power theory, on the other lund, argues that stability is best 
achieved whell pmver distribution is approximately symmctri-

precisely where power tr,msition theory expects conHict 
to be greatest. While balance of power theory emphasizes the 
lack of order in the international system and the ditlicultv of 
hegemonic bids. power transition theory instead views inter
national relations as episodes of stability within a hierarchical 
global system interrupted by bouts of hegemonic wars. 

The two vicvvs may be usefully reconciled noting that 
the likelihood of war may be greatest in times of transition 

between very imbalanced and very balanced systems--in other 
words, that both extreme inequality and extreme equality of 
power produce a degree of certainty, and thus decrease the 
likelihood of war, while systems between those two cxtn:me' 
arc more prone to war. As a matter of hi-.toriography. balance 
of power theory traditionally focuses on European land-based 
military competition, while power transition theory ofi:en 
t<xuses on the international system as a whole, with a greater 
emphasis on naval superiority; this disjunction in scope may 
explain some of the disconnect between the two theories. 

See also Balat1cc o( Power; fli:~cmm1y; Power Cydc ·u,c,rr')'. 
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Pragmatism 
The term pragmatism refcTs to a theory of mcanmg,justitlca
tion, and inquiry that was developed in the United States in 
the later nineteenth century. It has since enjoyed broad, if 
sometimes sporadic, influence in philosophy, pulitiL·al science. 
sociology, studies, and, more recently, in literary theory, 
and also the humanities more generally speaking. 

MAIN IDEAS 
Pragmatic thought begins with the so-called pragmatiC 
maxim, which says, "ThL're is no distinetion of 
fine as to cousist in anything but a possible difiirence 
tice'' The pragmatist holds that any meaningful bcliet com
mits one to a particular set of expectations regarding the likdv 
consequences of a given course of action. For example, if one 
believes that something (e.g., a diamond) is hard, then onr 11 

committed to the expectation that it will not be scratched by 
other substances under normal conditions. 

If the meaning of a belief consists in the consequences that 
are expected to follow fi·om acting on it, its validity 
on whether or not those expectations arc met in practice. To 
the extent that they are not, one is said to be in a state of 
doubt with respect to that belief For example, if one believes 
that a given stone is J diamond, and find;; that it f1ils to snatch 

then that belief will be thrown into doubt. Doubt !(lr 

the pra!:,'1l1atist is always practical doubt; that is, to be in doub: 
is to be uncertain about what to do---:iust a;; to have a belief 
is to be disposed to do things in a certain wc1y. The response 
to doubt is to posit a new belief-a hypothesis-that would 
account for the doubts, identifYing the consequeuct:s that 

would be expected to fiJllow if that belief were correct, and 
then acting-experimenting-in such a way to 'it'C whether 
those consequences tc)Ilow in prJctice. The pragmatic theory 


